
8-13-2022 USPA Zoom Masterclass #32 
Chat Science and Subtle Energies – A Path to I AM" with Jerry Gin 

 Time Last, 1st In. Comment 

0:21:57 Beverly: Yes, all of our online events are recorded and made freely available to USPA 
members 

0:25:16 Lucy A : Thanks, I won't be able to stay long 🙏🌺🙏 

0:34:32 USPA Thank you to USPA member Linda Easthouse for sponsoring todays Masterclass 
with Jerry Gin.   Please consider becoming a Member, Sponsor a Masterclass or 
make a donation to USPA to help our Non-Profit Educational group xcontinue to 
bring education of research and experiences in cutting edge science dealing with 
Psychotronics and other phenomena involved in Consciousness …  Psycho (Mind) 
tronics (Device) 

0:41:22 Judith I: Why are these harmonizations of 5G not widely tested and employed throughout 
the world since these new transmitters are everywhere and highly problematic? 

0:55:41 limitlessenergy369: I can show nano structured electrodes I just had some drying last night. I make 
GANS 

0:56:16 limitlessenergy369: This whole meeting resonates with me I am using everything being mentioned 

0:56:20 BRIAN I: pendulum polarity: thumb is neutral, index & ring fingers are clockwise (CW), 
pinky & middle fingers are counter CW. Is it best to hold the pendulum with 
thumb, index & middle fingers to be absolutely neutral? Instead of only thumb & 
index. 

0:57:27 limitlessenergy369: I am just not so good with pendulum. I do try. I have Reich orgone field meter 

0:58:22 BRIAN I: Try it, you'll see the pendulum will rotate different directions over different 
fingers. 

0:58:29 limitlessenergy369: I feel like swaying is better for me so far 

0:58:52 limitlessenergy369: I will try that for sure. I always use thumb index and middle 

0:59:12 limitlessenergy369: Never tried pinky and middle 

1:00:02 limitlessenergy369: Has anyone made mag grav coil? I still need to do that but I have made all GANS 

1:00:24 limitlessenergy369: Drinked one cup one life I made for over 18 months every day now 

1:00:32 limitlessenergy369: Have not been sick 

1:00:54 limitlessenergy369: This one is the nano copper, copper, and zinc gans 

1:01:37 BRIAN I: since fingers are different polarities, when putting fingers of both hands together 
you're touching repelling energies together (as in a steeple or "prayer hands"). 

1:02:11 limitlessenergy369: When you make it it make sure to do caustic not torch. Caustic is way better. My 
reactor ran 40 day 40 night after I harvested 

1:02:25 limitlessenergy369: One cup one life is a GANS drink 

1:02:46 limitlessenergy369: Cup of water which was charged with GANS crystals 

1:02:53 BRIAN I: Instead, try putting the thumbs together, then rotate one finger away. So it'll be: 
thumb to thumb, R index:L middle, and down. pinky should touch index of 
opposing hand. Take a deep breach. 

1:03:33 BRIAN I: *breach 

1:03:39 BRIAN I: *breath 

1:03:52 limitlessenergy369: I can teach or make for you; we are #hypersanity or #limitlessenergy369 via 
Telegram 

1:05:11 limitlessenergy369: Also never tried both hands like that, good idea 



1:25:06 USPA Thank you to USPA member Linda Easthouse for sponsoring todays Masterclass 
with Jerry Gin.   Please consider becoming a Member, Sponsor a Masterclass or 
make a donation to USPA to help our Non-Profit Educational group xcontinue to 
bring education of research and experiences in cutting edge science dealing with 
Psychotronics and other phenomena involved in Consciousness …  Psycho (Mind) 
tronics (Device) 

1:26:50 limitlessenergy369: I have personally busted towers 

1:27:08 limitlessenergy369: They test a water filled dummy called SAM 

1:27:16 limitlessenergy369: Its a fraudulent study 

1:27:45 Belle B: How do I harmonize a large piece of property using a sphere and the map of the 
property? 

1:28:07 Belle B: and BG3? 

1:28:14 limitlessenergy369: You can do your own experiment with 10 seeds in a orgone accumulator and the 
ten seeds in accumulator will germinate better than the normal box that isnt 
shielded 

1:28:16 Peter M Can you write "I AM" in the same 3-6-9 arrangement as the Spiritual Aum 
Arrangement and what are its effects? 

1:28:45 MARGARITA: I did the 16 and 369 mobile suggestion by Dr. Gin and it totally works as 
measured by a pendulum before and after. Amazing. 

1:29:04 limitlessenergy369: https://t.me/hypersanityinfinitus is join link then you click to join the discussion 

1:29:23 irma Thank you so very much a question for you I bought a disc from a Canadian 
company that copies energies of all kinds of meds and supplements. You get 
their disc and subscribe for their program and you can upload any of them and 
by putting water on the disc your get it. Thank you 

1:29:47 limitlessenergy369: Yep I do this too using papers and water 

1:30:06 Belle B: what is the website of that Canadian source please? 

1:30:51 limitlessenergy369: I also have a water vortex and the papers are wrapped around and under the 
vortex plus 4500 gauss electromagnets aimed at the bottom of vortex 

1:31:14 irma: Where can you buy BG3 pendulum thank you 

1:32:18 Lynne S: Where do you get the glass globe? 

1:33:38 Judith I: extraordinary to live in this county in a time when we must self-censor in order 
not to be silenced by the conglomerate of gov/media/corporations. horrific. 

1:33:39 limitlessenergy369: My best experiences is to be using Tesla coil or Rife machine wireless energy ( 
1000+ volts / meter ) @ 528 Hz sequence when doing my energy work. I also 
have python program which can repeat intentions to point of slowing your 
computer down up to 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 repeated intention in a single 

second 😂 

1:35:54 limitlessenergy369: Yes I can help you with studies and to setup your own experiment showing emf is 
something to worry about. Its best to repeat experiment with an assembly of 12 
people you know locally while you protection against the cell tower and dont 
forget smart meters too 

1:36:23 limitlessenergy369: Petition* 

1:36:29 limitlessenergy369: No 

1:36:37 Susan B Stacking the I AM papers - do you simply write it down on several small papers 
and put one on top of other and then place under a sphere? 

1:36:38 limitlessenergy369: Orgone field is different than dowsing 

1:38:09 limitlessenergy369: Just another very useful tool for people who are investigating other energies. It 
does not measure radio, radiation, electric field, magnetic field, sound, weight 
etc it measures more like bio photon output 



1:38:44 limitlessenergy369: It can tell energy difference between young pine needle and old needle as 
example and shows more life force 

1:39:20 limitlessenergy369: I use it to test my gans and other creations 

1:41:03 limitlessenergy369: Yeah I make my own too from Quartz crystals 

1:41:15 limitlessenergy369: $30-40 for me too lol 

1:42:21 limitlessenergy369: My pendulum is dowsed and give it bg3 energy 

1:42:30 MARGARITA: Love Dr. Jerry Gin. He is seriously amazing and he share his knowledge and 
discoveries freely. I love him. 

1:43:07 limitlessenergy369: Another good thing is wrapping your pendulum with clockwise SBB coil ( saints 
buster button ) 

1:43:21 Lynne S: https://www.biogeometryshop.com/tools 

1:44:02 limitlessenergy369: I need to start putting bg3 and other symbol on the crystal or we should keep it 
neutral? 

1:44:48 limitlessenergy369: Oh yeah I can testify to everything said today 

1:44:55 limitlessenergy369: 100% 

1:44:57 Belle B: Just getting started on re remembering this amazing informtion that Jerry has 
compiled and  and shares so openly. Do get his books just hot off the press these 
last two years via his website www. jerrygin.com and amazon. 

1:45:06 Lynne S: thank you! 

1:45:13 limitlessenergy369: Especially gans & ormus is very good to learn 

1:46:32 Arlene Hs: Thank you Jerry, Beverly and All 

1:46:36 John B: Thank you Jerry !!! 

1:46:45 Nora R: Thank you for sharing your time an knowledge with us today ! 

1:47:00 Milica Jelenic: wonderful class! 

1:47:11 LeRoy Bu: Thanks Jerry!  You correlated so much it is wonderful. 

 


